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1.0

Summary 
Swindon and Wiltshire IoT is a proposed Institute of Technology formed 
through the partnership of local employers and education providers; 
Swindon College are the principal partner.  

IoT’s are an employer led institution offering a high level technical 
education with direct routes to skilled employment.  

Swindon and Wiltshire IoT aims to build upon the strong engineering & 
technical heritage of Swindon, to locally meet the government’s 
ambition for a globally competitive technical education system. 

The proposal will redevelop existing campus buildings with an 
aspiration to facilitate an ethos of collaborative, industry-relevant 
teaching. 

It will incorporate agile learning environments including state of the art 
open plan engineering workshops, cyber suites and science labs. 

The Site 
The proposed site is located on the existing wider campus of Swindon 
College, formed of 10 buildings. The IoT development will take place 
within the centrally located Pegasus tower and adjoining Corvus 
building built in the 1960’s. These will undergo a carefully considered 
refurbishment / remodelling.

Executive Summary 1.0

The Proposal 
This document will present the design principles for the redevelopment 
of the existing buildings to create the IoT. This incorporates: 

• A new entrance plaza and reception area formed by the 
pedestrianisation of an access road and the enclosure of the 
undercroft of the existing buildings; 

• Internal remodelling to create the new IoT accommodation; 
ordered in a way that promotes cross collaboration and where 
the spaces feel more like a workplace than a classroom;  

• Retained separate accommodation for Swindon College;  

• Careful consideration given to the facade upgrade, which retains 
and renovates the 1960's concrete frame whilst replacing the 
facade glazing. 

Planning Consultation 
An endorsement letter has been received from the local planning 
authority supporting the redevelopment of the site and ensuring that 
any works tie in with the council plans masterplan schemes for the area. 

Following that a pre application consultation took place with the 
authority in May 2020 and comments were received from the Case 
Officer. 

The comments were generally positive in that the retention of the 
existing concrete is the Planners’ preferred approach. However, more 
detail would be required regarding the proposed landscaping, to also 
include a tree survey, and the impact of increase in students on 
proposed walking, cycle routes and parking.  

More details were required on access for refuse collection.
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1.0

Introduction 
Maber architects were appointed in August 2018 by the client (Swindon 
College) as architects, principal designer and lead consultant on the 
project. Swindon College are the lead organisation of the project 
delivery team, a group of educational and employment bodies bidding 
together to form a new Institute of Technology. 

Background: Institute of Technology 
Following the recommendations of the 'Report of the Independent 
Panel on Technical Education' (the Sainsbury Report), the government 
has instigated its 'Industrial Strategy: building a Britain fit for the future'. 
This strategy sets out the government’s ambition for a technical 
education system to rival the worlds best. 

A critical part of this strategy is the formation of new IoT's to provide a 
base for local employers, higher and further education providers to 
come together to form a prestigious institute delivering high quality, 
industry relevant education. The seven ‘Critical Success Factors’ outline 
at Stage 1 helped form the parameters of the project brief: 

• CSF1: Strong employer engagement in governance and leadership 
as well as the design and delivery of the curriculum 

• CSF2: Specialise in teaching technical disciplines, particularly STEM, 
at level 4 and above, creating a clear technical education pathway to 
high skilled, high wage employment 

• CSF3: Offer high quality industry-relevant teaching, using industry 
standard facilities and equipment 

Introduction and Background 2.0

DfE Institute of Technology 
Guidance Document

• CSF4: Be responsive and agile in meeting the current and future 
needs of local, regional and national industries, including upskilling 
the current workforce 

• CSF5: Create a prestigious and distinct identity for both the 
institution and the offer to learners 

• CSF6: Work collaboratively to harness the assets, resources and 
expertise of employers and FE and HE providers 

• CSF7: Be financially viable and resilient 

Project: SAW IoT 
This report summarises the brief and design of the proposed SAW IoT 
(Swindon and Wiltshire Institute of Technology) developed through the 
work of the stakeholders and design team. 

Following a detailed site analysis, a clear project direction to refurbish 
two of the existing Swindon College campus buildings (Pegasus and 
Corvus) became apparent. A modern refurbishment of the existing 
building stock would provide a solution respectful of the local heritage, 
an agile learning environment suitable to employers needs and a cost 
effective project. 
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1.0

Two workshops were organised to take place at Swindon College on 
Wednesday 26th September & Friday 5th October 2018. The session 
was a designed to help determine and understand specific spacial 
requirements required by the Stakeholders.  

The sessions also provided an opportunity for the stakeholders to 
communicate their aspirations for the IoT and future expansion. 

Maber presented their initial ideas including spatial diagrams and mood 
boards to assist in the design development at this stage. As a means to 
keep the workshop concise and consistent, the Stake-holders were all 
asked the same questions. The key points for each section are listed 
below and the following pages show how these were incorporated 
within the scheme. 

Vision for IoT 
- Preparing Students for the workplace 

Specific Space Requirements 
- Modular offices / meeting rooms. 
- Adaptability of spaces 
- Lecture facilities 

Specialist Equipment 
- Cloud based working 
- High technology IDs (app or card based) 
- Incubation Spaces 
- Principles of clean rooms 

The Future 
- Expandability of the IoT 
- Fully cloud based networking 
- To engage students in large projects. 

Stakeholder Consultations 3.0
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Location 
The proposed site is located on the existing Swindon College Campus. 
The campus sits at the centre of Swindon, within 500m walking distance 
of the train and bus stations to the south. The main vehicular entrance is 
accessible from the B4289 - Great Western Way, turning off the North 
Star Roundabout onto North Star Avenue. 

The campus sits within the 'North Star' area of Swindon and is in close 
proximity to the Oasis Leisure Centre. 

As a key part of the IoT philosophy, the site's close proximity to highly 
specialised employers and centralised location to local infrastructure 
puts it in a prime area for development. It sits: 

- 3km from Intel Corporation. 
- 3km from Nationwide Headquarters. 
- 4.5km from Catalent Pharma Solutions. 
- 2.5km from BMW. 

amongst others. 

Flood Risk 
The site is in flood zone 1, an area with a low probability of flooding. 

Location
Location and Site Analysis 4.0

Swindon College Campus Location
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Site Analysis
Location and Site Analysis 4.0

Site Analysis 
Swindon College Campus is comprised of 10 buildings located centrally 
around the 7 story Pegasus building. The age and type of buildings 
varies from the 1960's concrete exposed frame of the Corvus building 
to the modern redevelopment of the main campus buildings. 

Pedestrian traffic through the site is predominately from the south, with 
students travelling through the new build from the bus drop off point on 
N Star Avenue and onto the rest of the site. Visitor, Staff & Student 
parking is situated to the front of the building across various car parks. 
Swindon College currently has access to all of these car parks which are 
linked by a one way system off the main double road spine that leads 
directly to the front entrance of the Pegasus Building. There are other 
one way exits that help to alleviate traffic queuing at peak times.  

The current road infrastructure on site is not clear for those unfamiliar 
with the buildings. 

Visibility of the Pegasus & Corvus building is limited upon approach 
leading to poor site visibility (see photos). The large canopies of the 
overgrown trees in the immediate vicinity of the buildings also 
contribute to poor legibility between the different buildings on site.  

Pegasus & Corvus buildings highlighted
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1.0

Engineering Heritage 
Swindon has a strong foundation of industrial heritage. In 1843, 
Swindon was identified as the location for the new Great Western 
Railway Works. Supported by chief engineer Isambard Kingdom Brunel, 
it catapulted Swindon from a small population of 2,500 to a bustling 
railway town. 

The railway works continued to be the driving force of the town from the 
1840’s through to the 1920’s when it employed around 14,000 people 
and at 11.25 Acres, the A shop was one of the largest covered areas in 
the world.  

The site of the works sits 500m from the proposed IoT development to 
the South West. Some of the buildings now store Historic England’s 
archives whilst a large portion of the listed works buildings have been 
redeveloped to form the McArthur Glen outlet store. 

Our proposed development will be mindful of historical importance of 
Swindon as an industrial power house. The IoT is a natural progression 
from the engineering pioneers of the area with technical skills all under 
one roof. 

Engineering Heritage
Location & Site Analysis 4.0

Pegasus & Corvus 
buildings during 
construction.

Historical image of 
Swindon Railway works.
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1.0
Existing Building Analysis
Location and Site Analysis 4.0

Corvus Building 
The Corvus building currently comprises around 2,800m2 of 
engineering and workshop spaces. A central corridor runs the length of 
the building and separates the individual workshops which vary in size 
from 340m2 to 40m2. Each of the workshops benefits from the high 
level glazing that runs the entire length of the building, the multiple 
clerestory roof lights also provide an abundance of natural light. 

Internal walls are mainly anticipated to be non load bearing (to be read 
in conjunction with S.Eng Report) with a central spine wall providing 
lateral support to the main concrete frame. The external walls are of 
typical brick and block construction with the external facing brickwork to 
be in generally good condition. 

The condition and form of the structure provides great opportunities to 
open the workshop areas into larger continuous spaces, as is the 
collaborative learning ethos of the IoT. The design team’s proposal is 
also to increase the height of the glazing to the central bays of the 
frame, providing views into the workshop areas from the approach to 
the main entrance externally. 

Connecting by an internal staircase in the existing entrance area, the 
link building provides direct access into the Pegasus building. 

1 - Lathe Workshop

2 - Lathe Workshop

3 - Corvus Corridor

4 - Workshop
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1.0

Pegasus & Link Building 
From the Corvus building, the Pegasus Building can be accessed by the 
first floor link corridor between the two buildings. It currently contains 
standard type teaching classrooms either side of a long corridor. 

Once into the Pegasus building, the floor plate is evenly split into 
smaller rooms around the central concrete core of the building. The 
floor plan is mirrored on either side of the central stairs and lifts. Many 
of the floors are currently unoccupied or under-utilised with many vacant 
rooms. Full height glazing, with a bottom blanking panel, wraps around 
all sides of the building (other than central service core). 

Again, like the Corvus building, the external concrete frame and central 
core appear to be doing most of the structural loading capacity. This 
should allow the internal floor plan arrangement to be flexible to suit 
the IoT’s needs. 

On the ground floor, below the link building sits the existing plant room. 
The plant room acts as a central service point for the whole college site 
with feeds to multiple surrounding buildings. 

Existing Building Analysis
Location and Site Analysis 4.0

5 - Link Corridor

6 - Link Roof

7 - Pegasus Building
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Existing Circulation See Location and Site Analysis

Proposed Circulation 
With the introduction of the IoT, the proposed car park will be split to 
accommodate the two different functions, ensuring that the designated 
areas are separated. The site will still be accessed via N Star Avenue and 
at this point the IoT and College car parks will be sectioned off. The 
access to the IoT parking section will be controlled via an entrance and 
exit access point.  

The single lane road separating the Pegasus and Corvus building will be 
redesigned into a pedestrianised promenade, the existing single lane 
road to the north of the Corvus will therefore accommodate two way 
traffic. The main entrance of the IoT is positioned at the entrance of the 
Corvus building.

P

P P

P
P

1.0
Site Access and Circulation

Proposed Works 5.0

P     Parking

Proposed IoT 
Circulation

Existing Swindon 
College 
Circulation

Proposed  
Scheme

P

P

P P

P
P

Proposed Circulation
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1.0Proposed Works 5.0

Floor Area 
The scheme is predominantly a refurbishment; however, the proposal 
will create and additional floor area of 174m2 in the addition of a new 
entrance reception and exhibition space in the undercroft of the existing 
building. 

The total gross internal floor area of the existing building is 8802.1m2 
The total gross internal floor area of the proposal is 8976.1m2 of which 
5670m2 will be occupied by the IoT and 3306.1m2 will be occupied by 
Swindon College. 

Demolition 
There will be no loss of floor space in the proposal; demolition will be 
limited to the removal of internal (non load bearing) partitions and the 
removal for replacement of all windows and curtain wall elements. This 
will be the case for both the Corvus and Pegasus buildings. 

Floor Area and Demolition
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1.0Proposed Works 5.0

Proposed Spatial Diagram 
Following in-depth discussions with stakeholders and the design team, 
the spaces are to be adapted to allow for collaboration of different 
disciplines which maintains the potential for an agile Institute of 
Technology. 

The existing buildings will be split to provide occupancies for SAW IoT 
and Swindon College (as a tenant); each will have their own separate 
entrance. The coloured spaces on the diagram will be occupied the 
Institute of Technology, the remaining white and grey spaces will be 
occupied by Swindon College.  

The Pegasus building will be split vertically, with the central core also 
being split so that each institute has their own stair and lift. 
Interconnecting fire doors on mag locks are available to aid the fire 
escape strategy.  

Swindon College, will relocate their motor-vehicle faculty within the 
Corvus to the grey area on the diagram. It also provides an option for 
expansion. The spatial planning ensures that the IoT is future-proofed; 
there are clear opportunities for the IoT to expand into the remaining 
50% of the Pegasus building, and in time, the remaining 25% of the 
Corvus.   

Similarly the faculty diagram has evolved from an allocation of entire 
floors to individual disciplines to a cross collaboration Institute where 
the spaces feel more like a workplace than a classroom. There is a 
strong division between a greasy workshop and a clean laboratory, 
encouraging students to understand the importance of contamination, 
reflecting the principles of the workplace. This is achieved on a 
considered approach to spatial design based on the institute’s 
organigram shown on the following page.  

Building Access and New Layout

IoT entrance

Swindon 
College  
entrance
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1.0
Proposed Elevations 1 - Pegasus

Proposed Works 5.0

Existing concrete structure to 
remain exposed, repaired 
and cleaned by a specialist.

Proposed full height window 
system - Clear (solar 
controlled) glass panels. 

Glass lookalike opaque 
panels (as existing)

New entrance in existing 
undercroft. Formed in a 
glazed curtain wall as above.
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1.0
Pegasus - Structural Bay Detail

Proposed Works 5.0

Proposed Fenestration 
The proposed replacement windows will be a powder coated 
aluminium framed system (currently self finished waluminium). The 
fenestration pattern will have a similar vertical rhythm to the 
existing. 

Existing concrete structure to 
remain exposed, repaired 
and cleaned by a specialist.

Proposed full height window 
system - Clear (solar 
controlled) glass panels. 

Glass lookalike opaque 
panels (as existing)

Structural Bay as Proposed.
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New entrance in existing 
undercroft.

Link Bldg.

1.0
Proposed Elevations 2 - Corvus

Proposed Works 5.0

Existing concrete structure to 
remain exposed, repaired 
and cleaned by a specialist.

Proposed replacement 
clerestory glazing around 
roof lanterns. 

Proposed replacement 
clerestory glazing

New glazed curtain wall 
panels allow views into 
workshop from new plaza.
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1.0Layout 6.0

INCEPTION~ 
Incubation of ideas, collaborative thinking and 
shared knowledge.

R&D~ 
Cutting edge research, agile & adaptive learning 
environments.

EXHIBITION~ 
Celebration of student work and projects. 
Advocation of business lead ideas.

PRODUCTION~ 
Industry leading engineering and manufacturing 
facilities.

Institute Organigram
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1.0Layout 6.0

Level 1 Proposal 
The existing workshop will be stripped and the IoT will adopt a more 
open plan, collaborative approach. Restricted by lateral support 
required within the central bay, the proposed workshops have been 
manipulated to suit the space. Taking inspiration from the MCMT centre 
and Dyson’s headquarters, the workshop will reflect the current work 
environment with clean, industry led workspaces yet encompassing 
infrastructure and services necessary to adapt and stay in touch with the 
constantly evolving industry.  

The vision is to have a new feature entrance within the existing 
undercroft at Level 1. This will allow the IoT to be easily recognisable as 
its own entity and have its own unique identity. The enlarged entrance 
provides the opportunity exhibit student work and also information and 
advertising from the Stakeholders. The entrance intersects both the 
Pegasus and Corvus building and so is the natural ingress and meeting 
point.  

As the IoT is a leader in innovation and technology, showcasing the 
students is paramount, the process of making is more important in an 
IoT than the finished piece and so viewing windows into the workshop 
help to display this process. Full height external glazing within the minor 
bays on the Corvus building will also showcase students at work.  

IoT entrance
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1.0Layout 6.0

Level 2 Proposal 
The link between the Pegasus and the Corvus will house the creative 
and scientific elements of the IoT. The existing central corridor is largely 
retained with the exception of an a large lecture theatre at the end. 
Whilst this lecture hall cannot be fully raked, it provides the IoT a space 
for teaching and also allows local and national companies, leading the 
way in future technologies to give talks and attend guest lectures. A 
new platform lift will provide an accessibility to this floor from the 
reception. 

A large open learning resource centre has been proposed to encourage 
individual student led working and an area to work when not 
timetabled.  

The Pegasus building has been efficiently split into two for the IoT and 
Swindon College. Due to the nature of the existing building, there will 
be a lift and stairs on both sides. The division will be maintained with 
fire doors on mag-locks.  
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1.0Layout 6.0

Level 3 Proposal 
Level 3 is the first opportunity to have a three way multi-aspect space. A 
refectory spreading across the entire floor suitably splits the proposal 
into thirds for breakout areas. Whilst level three has been labelled The 
Refectory, it is more appropriate to call it a collaborative breakout floor. 
There will be provision for heated food and drink such as paninis and 
coffee to be trolleyed from the main campus and it will also have 
provision for flexible furniture, allowing different sized teams to meet 
and work or socialise.  

With the installation of a small platform lift and stairs, level 3 will also 
utilise the potential for external space on the roof the link building. 
Similarly to the internal clusters, the outdoor space would have flexible 
furniture providing a platform for students and stakeholders to 
collaborate as they see fit. The roof will allow plant to be easily 
accessed and there is an excellent opportunity for external laboratories 
to be located here.  

The external link will present more circulation options for the occupiers 
of the IoT to move around the proposal.  
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1.0Layout 6.0

Level 4-6 Proposals 
As the schedule of accommodation dictates, there is a requirement for a 
specific number of teaching classes and cyber suites within the 
proposal. The key element that the architects have proposed is the 
nature of an adaptable environment in which to work. The Pegasus 
building has a central core that will remain untouched, this then 
provides the opportunity for the surrounding rooms to be agile and 
adapt dependant on the needs on the IoT. Exposed ceiling services and 
non load-bearing partitions presents the IoT with spaces that can move 
dependant on the occupational needs.   
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1.0Layout 6.0

Level 7 Proposal 
The collaboration (or Penthouse) floor of the Pegasus building is the 
hub for innovation, ideas and design development. The IoT will inhabit 
the entire top floor to make use of the surrounding multi aspect views 
and available premium space.  

Here there will be different sized closed offices, open plan offices, 
meeting rooms and conference suites for a wide range of occupants. 
Level 7 encourages collaboration, the informal open plan offices and 
mixed coffee and break out areas present an opportunity of cross 
discipline discussions and working. It can be a space where a start up 
takes an office to use the available cutting edge technologies at the IoT. 
Similarly with the other floors, the partitions can be easily adaptable 
dependant on the needs and usage.  
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1.0
Landscape Concept

Appearance 7.0

Entrance Plaza 
As part of promoting the IoT as a distinct 
brand, the proposed landscape design 
looks to invite visitors into the new 
entrance lobby below the link building. 
This would be achieved through the 
remodelling the currently grassed area 
into an entrance plaza. 

Currently, the area in front of the 
Pegasus building is dominated by 
overgrown trees which reduce legibility 
across the site. A mixed area of soft and 
hard landscape would provide: 

• Informal social meeting spaces 
• Potential for exhibitions /roadshows 
• ‘Shop windows’ into Corvus 

engineering block through full height 
windows along entrance approach. 

• Improved legibility from main 
pedestrian flow to the south up to 
the new entrance.

CORVUS

PEGASUS

ENTRANCE

PLAZA
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1.0
Landscape Proposal

Appearance 7.0

Business Campus 
The proposed landscape would enhance 
the IoT as a ‘business campus’: Parking to 
the perimeter of the site leading into a 
shared plaza space promoting informal 
meeting and collaboration. 
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Entrance Visual
Appearance 7.0
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Entrance Plaza Visual
Appearance 7.0
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1.0

Outline Specification 

Main Structure -  Existing Concrete Structure  

Proposed Structure - Concrete strip foundations. 
   Power floated concrete slab. 

Curtain Wall -  Aluminium thermal broken curtain wall 
                                           system with high performance double 
   glazing. 

Internal Walls -  Robust metal stud partitions. 
   Blockwork workshop partitions. 
   Glazed partition systems to offices. 

Internal Doors -  Solid core laminated doorsets with vision 
   panels as required. 
   Hygrothermal doorsets to scientific areas 
   where required. 

Signage -  External digital entrance screen 

External Works -  Reformation of entrance plaza. 
   Concrete paving slabs. 
   Soft landscaping. 
   Benches and street furniture. 

Material Appearance 8.0

Concrete Frame

Curtain Wall External Plaza

Digital Signage
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Interior Design 8.0

Working palette: creating the materiality of the environment. 
The value will be remembered long after the cost is forgotten. 

Materiality
Interior Design

LEATHERSTAINLESS

GLASS GLASS

TIMBER ILLUMINATION

TECH

CONCRETE
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1.0Interior Design 8.0

Collaboration 
“Providing solutions for connecting people” 

Achieving a seamless transition from design thinking to thoughtful 
delivery. 

Working together to devise the best solutions based on properly 
sourced and interpreted research. Research is key to achieving fit for 
purpose designs that hit budgets and provide excellent returns on the 
investments of both money and time. 

Experience 
“Preparing young people for their working futures” 

The style and ambience of any interior space will be considered to be 
an experience for the five senses. as such, how it will affect the human 
psyche will be in the mind of the designer from conception through to 
completion. The ordinary being transformed by an idea. 

Colour - It zones and contains - it is both light and surface
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1.0

Letter of Support 

Through early consultation with Swindon Borough Council’s Planning 
Department to describe the IoT Facility at the North Star Avenue Site 
we have received a letter in support (12th October 2018): 

“I can confirm that that Swindon Borough Council’s Planning Service 
would support further development at Swindon College’s North Star 
Avenue site.” 

The letter outlines (copy in Appendix) that Swindon is a growth town 
with new housing promoting further economic growth leading to the 
requirement for further jobs and services. Inline with the IoT proposal of 
Apprenticeships the Local Plan outlines that support will be given for 
growth sectors such as Advanced Engineering, High Value 
Manufacturing, Digital IT and Health & life Sciences. They also note that 
the highly accessible location of the North Star campus would be 
supported due to it being inline with the Local Plan. 

“It will be vital that the Swindon expands its education and training offer 
to support this growth. Swindon College’s North Star campus occupies 
a highly accessible location in the heart of the town. The intensification 
of activities at North Star would be supported by the policies in the 
Swindon Borough Local Plan.”

At the next stage we would look to work with the Planning Service to 
develop the scheme towards a pre-app and full formal application. 

Pre Application Feedback 

Following the receipt of the letter of support and the further 
development of the scheme up to the RIBA Stage 2 bid for funding, a 
pre application consultation took place. 

Comments were received from the Case Officer, Tom Buxton, on the 
22nd May 2020 (See Appendix A), below is a summary of the 
comments: 

Generally - Comments were positive, but reserved until more detailed 
information is provided at the application stage; 
Signage - This would require separate advertisement consent, 
residences are some distance from the development meaning any 
impact will not be unacceptable. 
Design - The retention of the existing concrete is the Planners’ 
preferred approach to the upgrade of the facade; 
Landscape - More detail would be required regarding the proposed 
landscape scheme which should also include a tree survey; the 
conceptual information provided didn’t raise any design based 
concerns but the proposal must be of a high quality. Care should be 
taken to retain and enhance the existing vegetation. 
Highways - More detail is required on the impact of increase in students 
on proposed walking and cycle routes plus cycle parking - details of 
these are required in the application; 
More details are required on access for refuse collection. 

Pre Application Feedback
Planning 9.0
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1.0

Sustainable Design Principles 
The aim is to provide an environmentally responsible facility that utilises 
low energy principles. Working with the existing buildings, careful 
consideration has been given to what solutions will be provide the 
greatest benefits.  

The largest increase in energy efficiency will be through the upgrade of 
the window systems. A large percentage of the building envelope is 
currently full height single pane glazing, our proposal is to wholesale 
upgrade the windows with an energy efficient double glazed curtain 
wall system. 

An area will also be provided on the link building roof for potential 
demonstration of sustainable technologies such as a PV installation or 
solar hot water collection. Services engineers CWP will carry out 
building energy modelling calculations post Stage 2 to assess the 
impact of improving the building fabric on its thermal efficiency and 
knock on effect that has on other services.  

Please see the MEP statement prepared by CPW in Appendix C. 

At this stage there is no proposed requirement for a BREEAM 
assessment. 

CDM / Health and Safety Compliance 
Maber associates have been appointed as Principal Designer for the 
project and as such are responsible for the collation of Health & Safety 
information in accordance with the Construction Design Management 
2015 (CDM) regulations. 

At this stage, all project stake holders have been informed of their 
duties under the regulations and provided a Designers Risk Assessment 
to inform the Project Hazard Register. This is included within the 
appendices.  
Initial site studies have been commenced along with desktop studies to 
assess the current hazards on site. Regular design team / stake holder 
meetings will be used as the basis for reviewing the CDM information 
collectively. All duty holders will adhere to the ‘Eliminate Reduce Inform 
Control’ (ERIC) procedure of reducing risks within their design duties. 

Access and Maintenance 
Under the CDM 2015 regulations, the design is being developed in way 
where the risks associated with access / cleaning & maintenance of the 
buildings will be reduce as far as practicably possible. Where this is not 
possible, rigorous management procedures will be developed with the 
end users.

Section Title 1.0Sustainability / CDM / Access 10.0
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Conclusions 
In conclusion, the contents of this Design Report demonstrate that the 
existing Pegasus and Corvus buildings of the Swindon College campus 
provide a unique opportunity to provide an industry leading, agile 
teaching environment and to bring these buildings back into full use as 
an iconic landmark for Swindon. 

Through careful consideration of the existing site and response to the 
visual integrity of the existing building; stakeholder engagements and 
employer led curriculum analysis, the proposals constitute a value-
effective offering for this new education facility typology which will 
benefit Swindon and Wiltshire’s residents and employers. 

We have used the time period, whilst the merger has been completing, 
to consult with Swindon Borough Council through a pre-application. 
This consultation feedback has returned a positive and encouraging 
response. We feel that following this the proposal is in a strong position 
to submit this planning application for consideration by the planning 
authority and residents fo Swindon. 

Next Steps 
Funding for this scheme has been agreed in principle by the 
Government and is linked to the current College merger which is taking 
place and likely to complete in the coming months.  

The scheme is currently in the first stage of a the tender process and 
being considered by 7 contractors to produce an outline priced 
submission. 

We would very much appreciate any written support that you could give 
to this scheme in order to strengthen our proposal to the local planning 
authority. 

Conclusions and Next Steps 11.0
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Introduction 
The Pegasus building is an existing seven-storey reinforced concrete 
frame  with concrete columns that are located externally of the 
building’s façade. The internal columns are arranged on a square grid 
and concealed within internal wall lines. Stability is provided by 
reinforced concrete shear walls around lift shafts and stair cores. The 
upper floors are expected to be a flat slab construction. 

The Corvus building is an existing single-storey reinforced concrete 
frame with masonry infill panels and ribbon windows. A single line of 
internal columns that run off-centre along the length of the building, 
which provide support the roof supporting beams. Stability is provided 
by portal action of the external columns and roof members in the short 
direction of the structure. Stability in the long direction is provided by 
the columns acting as cantilevers and bending about their minor axis. 

The Link building is a two-storey reinforced concrete framed structure 
with perimeter columns located externally to the building façade. 
Stability is provided through portal action of the external columns and 
beams in one direction, in the other it is expected that the building 
takes stability from the Pegasus and Corvus buildings. 

Layout & Condition 
The Engineer has confirmed there are no concerns regarding the 
suitability of any of the buildings regarding their suitability for 
refurbishment and that all are in good condition for their age. 

The Pegasus building - Internal partition walls appear to be non-
loadbearing. Walls around stair cores and lift shafts are expected to be 
reinforced concrete shear walls contributing to the stability of the 
building – some intrusive investigation is recommended to confirm this.  

Structural & Civil Engineer
Appendix B

The Corvus Building - Google Maps

Pegasus Building - Structural Layout Schematic
Rodgers Leask Structural & Civil 
Engineering Stage II Report
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The Corvus building - Similarly to the Pegasus building, all internal walls 
are thought to be non-loadbearing partition walls, therefore 
reconfiguration of the internal layout is not expected to significantly 
affect the building. 

The Link building - Minor spalling was identified on the soffit of the First 
Floor slab. This is likely to be a result of corrosion of the steel 
reinforcement. An appropriate remediation strategy should be 
implemented to minimise further corrosion. 

The existing buildings are currently used as generally educational 
buildings with isolated areas with different usages. Under relevant codes 
of practice, the minimum imposed load allowance for each building 
should be 3kN/m² for educational use and 1kN/m² for demountable 
partitions. It is expected that the buildings would have been designed 
to accommodate these loadings and therefore have no concerns 
regarding the structure’s ability to accommodate expected imposed 
loads. 

Alterations 
The Pegasus Building - No current proposals to reposition structural 
elements. 

The Corvus Building - There is an intention to form a new opening at 
First Floor (to the multi-storey section) to accommodate a new lift and 
stairwell. Allowances should be made firstly for intrusive investigation 
work to determine the existing slab thickness and reinforcement details, 
and secondly for steelwork to trim the new opening. 

The Link Building - It is proposed to convert the existing underpass 
below the Link building to internal office space. To achieve this, new 
foundations and a new ground floor slab will be required. A new 
external wall is to be constructed using a specialist glazing system. This 
glazing system should be designed to take support at the head and 
base. 

Internal Openings - All new internal openings within existing brickwork 
and blockwork walls will require new lintels to suit the wall width.  

Drainage - From the survey information available, three inspection 
chambers are located within the new internal space. These chambers 
will need to be built up to raise to top of the chamber equal to the new 
ground floor slab. Access will also need to be provided for 
maintenance. Alternatively, relocating the chamber and diverting the 
existing drainage may be considered. 

Structural & Civil Engineer
Appendix B

Corvus Building - Structural Layout Schematic
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These proposals are tabled to justify the provision of investment in 
refurbishment of the buildings as listed at Swindon College to provide 
the basis for such an Institute to be implemented here, along with 
support from various important stakeholders and regional employers. 

Gas Services 
There are 2 incoming gas services entering at different points of the 
Pegasus Building that play a part in provision of heat to buildings under 
consideration under this scope of works. 
• The first gas supply is relatively new (installed to service new works 

in April 2018) which enters the Level 1 (Ground Floor) Pegasus Boiler 
Room.  It serves a new modular boiler installation that was put in 
place to replace the previous, existing 3 No. oil-fired boilers. These 
boilers, utilising the same incoming gas service, also provide hot 
water to other buildings, those being; The Pegasus Building; The 
Corvus Building; the Link Corridor; and the Lyra Building. 

• An existing gas supply enters an incoming services room at Level 1 
(Ground Floor) of the Pegasus building.  This gas service passes via a 
meter and splits to provide gas directly to; The Pegasus Building; 
the Corvus Building; the Aquarius Building; the Lynx Building and 
the Construction Building. 

An assessment will need to be made on the impact that the proposed 
Institute of Technology scope of works will have relative to the available 
gas capacity at these 2 points of entry.    

At this juncture it is not expected that there will be any requirement for 
update to existing gas infrastructure. 

Water Utility Services 
An existing MCWS service enters the incoming services room at the 
Ground Level of the Pegasus building.  The service splits to serve areas 
directly with Mains Cold Water Service (MCWS) and rises within the 
building to the existing water tank at Level 8, from which a gravity-fed 

Tank Cold Water Service (TCWS) drops back down the building.  We 
understand that other buildings on the site are also provided with a 
MCWS and TCWS originating from the Pegasus Building. 

We do not envisage that these works will result in any change to the 
incoming MCWS supply.  Part of the proposed scope of works is to 
develop the water service philosophy to ensure appropriate provision, 
since it is felt that the currently the building is over-provided – this 
relates to a reduction in the degree of water storage currently provided.  
The overall building/associated building demand pattern is not likely to. 
No requirement for sprinklers have been indicated at this stage.  

Electric Utility Services - New Connections 
As part of the overall development of the local IoT area, the existing 
sub-station may require upgrading and initial enquiry has been 
submitted and CPW are currently awaiting the return from SSE. A 
provisional sum shall be included within the Contract to allow for a new 

1.0
Mechanical & Electrical Engineer

Appendix C

CPW Mechanical & Electrical 
Stage II Report

Pegasus Building - Typical Domestic Services Layout
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incoming electrical services connection from this sub-station to serve 
the new building – suitably sized for the proposed development.  

Our current maximum demand assessment for the new IoT upgrade is in 
the region of 275 kVA, which includes 20% future expansion, extension 
and alteration. Therefore, for reporting purposes, it is proposed the new 
sub-station should be suitably sized to accommodate this load. Also 
access to the substation rotated through 90o to allow enhancement to 
entrance lobby area requires further development. 

Electricity Utility Services- Diversions Works 
At this stage it is not anticipated that any diversion works will be 
required to accommodate the new build element, as works are for 
internal refurbishment. However access alternations to the Substation 
may trigger this and shall be confirmed by the Contractor prior to any 
works being undertaken on site.  

Telecommunications Utility Services 
Telecommunications services to the new development area shall be 
expanded from the current IT infrastructure. 

Currently the main Server Room is located within the Ground Floor 
Pegasus Building with incoming fibre and copper cabling. There is a 
second linked main server room on site which provides IT resilience for 
the whole site with each providing backup for the other in case of 
individual failure the location of this server is within the Phoenix 
Building.  

Mechanical & Electrical Design Criteria 
The refurbishment scope will be designed where possible to adopt both 
passive and active measures to provide a comfortable, vibrant 
environment conducive to productive learning and working at all times. 
The internal design conditions shall also be designed in accordance 
with CIBSE Guidelines and all relevant Building Bulletins. 

Natural light is to be the prime means of lighting during daylight hours.  
As such the teaching spaces will be designed to have good contact with 
the exterior environment using large windows and door openings. The 
building form will be developed to provide shelter from sunshine, 
limiting overheating and glare within the classrooms. Generally the 
building where possible shall be designed for high levels of daylight. 

As a minimum, a good general level of illuminance of 300 lux shall be 
provided to all teaching rooms/areas. It shall be possible to control 
groups of lights separately particularly those over the projection screen 
or whiteboard.  

Where general teaching rooms/areas shall be used for adult education, 
the lighting levels shall be designed to meet 500 lux on the working 

C

Pegasus Building - Typical LV Layout

Mechanical & Electrical Engineer
Appendix
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plane. (If spaces can be used for normal teaching, the upper lighting 
level shall be provided with dimming control). 

The type of luminaires proposed shall be chosen to give a minimum 
initial circuit luminous efficacy of 60 lumens/circuit watt for the fixed 
lighting scheme, excluding track mounted luminaires and emergency 
lighting.The uniformity ratio (minimum/average maintained illuminance) 
of the artificial lighting in teaching rooms/spaces shall be targeted not 
to be less than 0.8 over the task area. 

Dimming saves energy, enhances user comfort and sets scenes and 
moods. Power consumed by a lamp is proportional to output so a 
reduction in lighting level is immediately reflected in reduced energy 
consumption, therefore luminaires shall be provided with digital 
dimming ballasts in areas as stated on the philosophy drawings. 

Mechanical Services Description 
The development is to accommodate a range of; Science & Engineering 
Labs/Product design areas; Engineering Workshop Areas; Media, 
Recording, Editing and Film studios; Media Suites; Lecture, Seminar and 
Class Spaces; Cyber Suites; Office space; Kitchen; Café, Dining and 
Catering Spaces; Changing and WC areas. 

The mechanical services solution must reliably provide a suitable 
environment while minimising energy consumption.  Operationally, the 
building services systems need to be straight forward and easily 
maintainable.  Plant needs to be accessible with minimum disruption to 
the core business of the building. 

Distribution of mechanical services shall be predominantly via the 
ceiling voids of each floor. 

In summary, the recently installed, gas-fired, heating boilers are 
appropriate to remain in situ to serve the developed works under this 

proposed new scope.  The existing pipework infrastructure is around 40 
years old and good practise suggests that with the degree of 
investment proposed at this juncture, the pipework should be replaced 
to minimise the risk of ongoing problems associated with system 
deterioration and risks of leakage within a new refurbishment.  This also 
enables pipework to be sized appropriately in areas where loads may 
increase due to increased ventilation requirements. 

Preliminary discussions suggested that there may be a requirement to 
meter service usage for individual tenants.  This will be a considerable 
logistical task in association with the heating system, and it has been 
suggested that if there is a requirement for tenants to pay for their 
service use, this should be considered as a tenant service charge that is 
included within the rent for a space that is assessed appropriately rather 
than metered accurately. 

C

Pegasus Building - Ventilation Layout

Mechanical & Electrical Engineer
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The existing philosophy for the Pegasus and Corvus Buildings is that of 
natural ventilation, which is not unexpected in a building of this age.  
This philosophy is to be maintained throughout wherever possible, 
unless mechanical ventilation has to be implemented. 

Generally within the Pegasus Building, where mechanical ventilation is 
deemed essential, this is to be achieved via provision of ceiling-
mounted Heat Recovery Unit (HRUs). The incorporation of heat recovery 
ventilation is essential to reduce the energy demand of the building and 
to provide a means of maintaining the indoor air quality without causing 
discomfort from drafts associated with natural ventilation. 

Manually-controlled opening windows will be provided in all areas to 
allow the occupants to increase ventilation flow rates, as and when 
required.  A secure night purge ventilation strategy will be operated 
utilising the local/central heat recovery ventilation units via a centralised 
BMS signal rather than a room by room strategy. 

An existing mains cold water supply enters the Incoming Services Room 
at ground level (Level 01) beneath the Link Corridor. 
A Mains Cold Water Service (MCWS) branch is taken from the main and 
metered separately prior to entering the Pegasus Building – this service 
also supplies outlets associated with the Link Corridor and the Corvus 
Building. 

In practise, the cold water tank is too big for the combined buildings’ 
water usage, and therefore the turnover of water is not significant 
enough.  This raises concerns of potential Legionella risks.  The 
proposal is to install a new (smaller) water storage tank in the Pegasus 
Building Ground Floor (Level 1) Boiler Room, within the space vacated 
by the old oil boilers, and install a new booster set, providing a Boosted 
Cold Water Service (BCWS).  The tank shall be a GRP tank split into two 
sections with dedicated service and bypass valving arrangement to 
enable safe maintenance on either section.   

Rather than having separate MCWS and TCWS installations within the 
Pegasus and Corvus buildings as previously, which doesn’t  take full 
advantage of the availability of the tank as security against the loss of 
water supply, the intention is to serve all Pegasus and Corvus Building 
cold water outlets from the new boosted cold water service. This will 
also mean connecting the new BCWS installation into the existing 
TCWS pipework connections for the Aquarius, Lyra and Lynx Buildings. 

The BCWS will also be utilised to supply the hot water generating plant.  
The newly installed hot water generation plant shall be retained and 
utilised for Domestic Hot Water provision. All original downstream hot 
and cold water pipework is to be replaced with new. 

An existing central building management system already exists with a 
Motor Control Centre (MCC) panels installed within the Pegasus 
Building Boiler Room.  This already provides control for the newly 
installed gas-fired modular boiler arrangement and Hot Water calorifier 
operation. The intention is to expand the existing provision to pick up 
fault monitoring and associated alarm provision, time scheduling and 
remote set-point adjustment of new. 

Electrical Services Description 
The electrical services solution shall reliably provide a suitable 
environment while minimising energy consumption.  Operationally, the 
building services systems need to be straight forward to operate and 
easily maintainable and flexible enough for future changes. Plant needs 
to be accessible with minimum possible future disruption to the core 
operation of the building. 

The Existing main LV switch board is a floor mounted panel board style 
arrangement suitably sized for the existing building usage. The SAW IoT 
shall require its own New LV switch board and utility meter fed from the 
SSE Transformer in the adjacent room. The panel board arrangement 

C
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shall be of a modular pattern to allow easy extension and will allow live 
cabling to give additional flexibility. 

The nature of the project demands a variety of different types of lighting 
schemes to meet the differing requirements associated with the 
respective areas. The lighting designs shall take account of the 
requirements for each of the locations e.g. function, aesthetic qualities, 
colour temperature, special visual needs, future and routine 
maintenance. 

We shall develop a holistic approach to lighting design so to produce 
schemes that whilst providing the building with the correct lighting 
within the space to carry out the required task, it will also be 
aesthetically pleasing, incorporate latest technologies and be part of an 
integrated building services solution where possible.  

The lighting installation is to be designed to optimise the internal 
environment and appearance, whilst minimising energy consumption 
and maintenance activities.  High efficiency, low energy control gear will 
be provided in the majority of cases to satisfy the schemes low energy 
requirement. 

A new fire alarm system will be provided to the I T areas of the building 
to meet the requirements of BS 5839 Part 1: 2002 Category L2 and 
relevant Building Regulations stipulations. It shall be an analogue 
addressable system designed for low false alarm potential. This system 
shall be suitable to be extended across adjacent areas of the building 
when required. The existing system shall be modified to suit. 
During Construction works the Fire Alarm shall not be comprised whilst 
staff or students are in attendance. The 2 number systems shall be 
interfaced with each other. 
The security systems for the new development will be formulated in 
conjunction with the Client and their insurers. Security services shall be 
proposed in order that entrance to community facilities during the 
evenings and weekends can be isolated and restricted. All these 

entrances shall be fully accessible and secure. CCTV coverage is to be 
provided to the IoT areas.  

Internal security doors in the building shall be controlled with a mag-
lock control system to restrict access for third-party users. The system 
shall be installed as one however it shall be suitable to allow end users 
to purchase software allowing areas allocated for their use only to be 
controlled separately to the main system and control of programming 
fob or swipe card. i.e. Paxton. 
For control of the carpark the site entrance gate shall be linked to an 
agreed position via Intercom and allow control of access/operation of 
gate/barrier.

C

Pegasus Building - Typical Access Control & CCTV Philosophy Layout
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